Industrias Abalde, S.L.
Turnover

1

Employees

2

Sales information
Auxiliary value chain

1

Between 1,500,000 and € 5,999,999 · 2 Between 21 and 100 employees

Company description
Industrias Abalde S.L. was formed in 1988 with the business plan to manufacture a wide range of
carbon steel, stainless steel and aluminium products. Their plant is versatile and has 3 x 5,000 m2 units
in the A Pasaxe-Vincios industrial estate near to the city of Vigo. They have a highly trained team,
certified welders and the latest technology machinery. The quality of their products is backed up by
their expertise and many years of experience. They have worked supplying machinery and equipment
to the major companies in the automotive industry. At this time, they are in the process of expanding
their market and are internationalising the company as part of their pledge to continual improvement.

Contact
Address and phone

Products and services

Polígono Industrial A Pasaxe, Vincios,

Metallic transformations: laser cutting, punching, folding, saw cutting, welding; proflle bending;
technical office; logistics warehouse.

26-28
36316 Gondomar

Auxiliary services

Phone: 986 469 683
Fax: 986 469 635

Machinery and small integrated lines
Process outsourcing
Industrias Abalde´s services are focused on the manufacture of tailor-made products. They work
from our clients´ plans, following their indications faithfully. They have a technical office with CAD
/ CAM systems and IT programs (Autocad, Solidworks) to help in manufacture and they can take
orders in Spanish, English or French.
They can work on a range of materials from thin plate to mid-thickness boilerplate and can produce
structures, mechanically welded parts and mechanical assembly. Examples of some of their works
are: component containers, transport and lifting systems, racks, rising systems, fairings and
protectors, staircases and handrails, roto-sieves, presses, tanks, etc.

Processes and technologies
Assembly
Joining processes
Metal shaping
Surface treatments and finishes

– Bending, punching, folding, laser cutting, TIG and MIG
manual and robot welding.
– We work closely with other companies in the industrial
sector in Vigo to also offer: machining, hot galvanising,
blasting, electrical assembly, hydraulic assembly, etc.

Main customers
Lear Corporation, ABB, OTIS, Viza, Borgwarner, Inergy, HTP Industrie, Clemessy, etc.

Web / Email
http://www.inabalde.com
comercial@inabalde.com

